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Higher Order Factor Structures and

Reticular-ys-H ierarchical Formulae for
their lnterpretation

THE NATURE OF FACTORS

With the clear and comprehensive formulation by Sir Cyril Burts'6
of a hierarchical concept of ability structure in man, the stage was set

for the exploration of factor structures, and as a result many psycho-

logical concepts have been extended and amplified: for example, the

notion that there are not one, but two factors of general ability ('fuid'
and 'crystallized' intelligencels), md the emergence of important
theories concerning higher order structure in fictors of personality. In
this paper, illustrations will be mainly from the field of personaliT, but
the chief ptrrpose is to develop concepts and theoretical models for
higher order 6ctor structure in general. The ffeatment culminates in
new formulae, notably the Cattell-White alternative to the well-
known Schmid-Leiman transformation.

'What 
is the relevance to purely psychological inrcrests of this clarifi-

cation of theoretical and mathematical models? Although the average

sflrdent of personality and ability, particularly in the educational and

clinical arts, is prone to theorize and practise without explicidy stating

the formal model he uses, his theories cannot be taken very seriously

trntil he specifies their properties. 
'When 

criticrzed for not doing so, he

is unforttrnately apt to defend himself by saying that certain issues in
factor analysis are 'esoteric'; yet the fact remains that in this field the

fateful choice bewveen different psychological theories turns on highly
technical and statistical considerations. Social and educational psycho-

logists, while recognizngthat vast practical and political decisions on,

sr./, nuclear fall-out depend on complex technical calculations in nu-
clear physics, nevertheless act as if their own psychological advice,

affecting large numbers of children, patients and ctttzens, can be given
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without any effort to understand the true complexities of formulae

such as we 
'h"r" 

to consider here. This is not tJ say that the average

pry&ologist has to be an expert 6ctor analyst, but it means that, to be

considered qualified for his tasks, especially those dealing with the

assessment of personaliry and abiliry, he should have clear concepts of
the logfcal issues involved.

A deeply grateful student* of Professor Burt, the present writer finds

himself in disagreement with him on a few issues, one of which con-

cerns the relative advantages of orthogonal-vs-oblique factors. Sir

Cyril holds that the purpose of factor analysis is classification and that,

in the cognitive field particularly, the hierarchical arrangement of
factors obtained by 'principal axes' and by 'simple summation' often

gives not only a more economical but a truer picture of mental abilides

than do oblique factor methods.

Elsewhere8 [ have put forward arguments (perhaps, one might se],

as 'spokesman of the loyd opposition') for believing that simple struc-

ture is inherent in natual datt (Cattell and Dickman") and that, when

it is &scovered, and exacdy adhered to, it normally yields oblique

6ctors. These are free to 'go orthogonal' as t special case, but the

chances ofexactly zerc correlations between them, even ir populadons,

are infinitely small-iffictors are meant to model naflue. By the opera-

tional definirion of simple structure (Cattell8), a definition ro*"ivh"t
different from Thurstone's,t s afictor is given ih. properry of something

other than a mere classificatory principle. As part of a scientific model,

with more properties than a purely mathematical model, it is given the

status of an influence or cause, accounting for the covariation observed

in the manifest variables affected by it. (Notably, of course, in the

'salient' or 'marker' variables, loaded most higt ly and sigfficantly.)

Such an infuence ir lik"ly to leave untouched the majoriry of variables

io *y well-designed experiment, and to reveal, by leaving a galaxy of
points formin g t hyperplane of zero-loaded variables in hypersp ece,

the proper position to which it needs to be rotated.

However, the location of oblique 6ctors (*d therefore the proof
that thry are oblique) does not rest merely on the criterion of simple

structure. For the independent resolution of results of a correlational

research by the main alternative principle-con6ctor rotation (Cat-

telFa)-can also lead to the same result. Indeed, the notion that oblique

6ctors will be the corrmon outcome in sciendfic investigation does not

* It was a series of lectures by Professor Burt, in r9zi, which turned the writer
from post€raduate work in the physical sciences to a career in psychology.
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rest otly on exPerimental evidence in this narrow area itself It rests on
the general scientific proposition that in an interacrirg, unsegregated
universe most infuences will tend to show some correlation.- The
weight and volume of the planets, or the temperahre and pressure

taken at e hundred meteorologicd stations, 
-will 

normally show
siSyficTt correladons. It is the task of 6ctor analysis to reveal and
define these &sdnct, but correlated, concepts. If wi insist on enriries
which are statistically uncorrelated th.y mey well be conceptually
contaminated.

THE NATURE OF HIGHER ORDER FACTORS

If fictors can be correlated, then obviously one can find factors among
6ctors. Those derived from the primary matrix of correladons be-
tween factors we call second order or secondary factors. There is no
mathematical or logical reason why this process should not be repeared,

leading to tertiary and quaternary factors, etc. Indeed, it has already
been shown that one can get simple structure at these higher ordeis
(Cattell,lo Humphreyssl), md that such higher order 6"ton, like
primaries, are consistent in pattern from one experiment to another,
and correlated. It is an historical curiosity that pursuit of these higher
orders in the personaliry field has developed almost simultan.ourly
with similar work in the much older realm of research into abilities.

There are now no fewer than fotrrteen researches, recently strnreyed
and critically compared by Gorsuch,'u on higher order fictors among'the

Primary factors fixed by the Sixteen Persondiry Factor Questionnaire.
They agree extrem.h *.11 in defrning five second order 6ctors, rwo
ofwhich, amiety and e>nria-invia (the precise extraversion-introversion
6ctor defined by V[arburton, ry62) are very easily recognizedin terms
of the classical Freudian and J*gi* concepts. Moreover, they have
been confirmed by clinical evidence and by their good 

"lig*ent 
with

first order 6ctors obtained from objective rests (O-A Battiry Cartellro)
and factors LJ.f. z4 and [.J.f. 3z (Universal Index Numb.rt, CattelFo).

In this quick glance at the substantive illusration of these srructural
concePts we may note that Krr.pp, Cattell and ScheieCs have explored
second-order structure in the zr objective test fictors extending from
t .I. 16 to I.r.I. 36 and have reached agreement on seven second order
6ctors. Some of these make good sense in terms of psychoanalydc
concePts, while others present new constructs around which post-
psychoanalytic theories of personaliry can be developed. Recently,
Pawlik and Cattellss have carried the O-A Battery studies to the third
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order analysis and have found, at what may be e final level, llr-
ambiguous structure in three major 6ctors, which bear e, distinct

resemblance to the Freufian trio of id, ego and super ego.

Unforttrnately, psychologists working in leanring theory, clinical

psychology, perception, etc., who are turfamiliar with 6ctor analysis,

have 6iled to avail themselves of the theoreticd and experimental

possibilities which the measurement of these definite 6ctors would

bring to their work. tt would appear that they are confused by the

technical controversies among factor analysts; first, over the reladons

between three courmon personality questionnaires-the t6 P.F., the

MMPI and the Guilford-Zimmerman; secondly, in the sphere of be-

haviour ratings and objective tests, by the methodological disputes on

the nature of hierarchies and the definition of higher order 6ctors.

Such fisputes continue, despite published researches containing well

subsantiated primary and higher order 6ctors, fot example the work of
Burt,6 Cattell,s Digman," Eysenckrzz Harman,28 Humphreys,sl Peter-

son,86 Vernon4 and others.

The first question-that of .lig*ent of 6ctors from different ques-

tionnaires--is no t particuhrly relevant here. The Guilfo r d-Zimmerman

and the 16 P.F. can neuer be aligned, for the one has been aimed at

orthogonal, the other et oblique factors. The MMPI, or the other

hand, deals with surface traits rather than with factors as here defined

and these are resolvable into five source traits (rotated factors-Caft.ll'o)

which lie in a sub-space among the 16 source traits (faaor$ subtended

by th. t6 P.F.

The second area of debate-on higher order structure-involves
more complex and extensive issues, which it is the object of this paper

to clarify.

THREE POSSIBLE CONCEPTS OF FACTOR HIERARCHY

Formulation of the concepts of second order 6ctors hed a poor start

because of the almost accidental circumstance that in the pioneer

studies, including Thurstone's on primary abilities, simple structure

was applied at the level of the primaries but not at the level of higher

order 6ctors. Yet stuely simple stnrdure (or con6ctor) turique rotation

should be used at all levels if the term '6ctor' is consistently to retain

its meaning. A pri*ery 6ctor is here defined as an infuence among

variables, and we propose to define the next order of fictors as in-
fuences upon 6ctors. [t follows that they must have simple structure

on the primaries.
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Failure to appreciate this may lead to an additional confusion-the
assertion that a very 'broad' primary 6ctor is the same thing as e

second order factor. The latter view is found in Adcock's,l Eysenck'szz

and Peterson's86 writings. These writers either state or imply that, fo,
examPle, by taking out only one or two massive and general factors at
the first order level-such as is often achieved by not rotating the first
big centroid or principal axis--they are reaching the same result as they
would obtain by taking out many primaries and then fiodirg broad
second orderfactors which cover the former. [t is true that thereis a very
broad resemblance in the patterns of such alternative factor loadings,
but these can scarcely serve as a basis for refined scientific concepts. In-
deed, the alternative methods lead to vital differences in the conceprs of
neurosis, anxiery and ego strength bemeen the personaliry theories of
Cattell and Scheierz0 on the one hand, and Becker,z Eysenck2z and

Petersonso on the other.

The rest of this chapter deals with the problems which reside in the
analysis itself and attempts to answer the question-what structures
could exist and what are the methodological and shtistical conditions
of their existence within the factor analytic model?

lf we accept the basic model in which correlations (including com-
munaliry estimates) ere resolved into courmon, specific and error
factors, there exists already a considerable 'taxonomy' of stereotypcd
possibilities, beginrring with Burt's designation of the 'bipolar facor'
type of solution, Spearman's positive general factor and Holzinger's
'bi6ctor' solution, and extending to many others, for example, Gutt-
man's 'simplex', and Cattell's 'co-operative factor structure'. These are

essentially sets of standard 'mosaics' offictorpattems md, thoughnever
ideally attained in practice, provide useful terms by which specialists

in the field can refer to a particular factor resoludon.

Broadly conceived, these abstract mosaics differ in pattern in four
main respects:

r. The number of common factors operating;

z. The number of variables they influence;

3. Their mutual overlap in infuence on the variables'

4. Their algebraic sign pattems.

Naturally, the number of possible combinations constituting such

Stereoryped lnfuence Patterns (or SPr) is very great. The

three most discussed and, indeed, most important at the primary factor
level are set out in Fig. r; others, sampled also from the sdll
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larger number which appear when we combine the many possibilities

at higher order levels, are shown in Fig. 2.

The first of these stereotyped patterns is nothing more rhan the

primitive unrotated centroid or principle axis itself, Burt has made
much use of it for logical, classificatory purposes, for, as he points out,
the orderly arrangement of bipolar 6ctors has the logical classificatory
scheme of a 'tree of Porphyry'. (The present writer has suggested ttre

term 'genealogic' because the successive divisions are like ancestors in
a family tree.) Few, however, would consider this likely to correspond
to functional psychological infuences, md, of course, if variables are

refected back to original meanings, as is usual after a centroid analysis

(*d as illustrated in (rD) by refecting every other variable), the main
logical relations themselves become obscured. The second, or Hol-
zinger bi6ctor resolution, is obtained by a special rotation from (ro),
md, as Burt points out,6 it presen/es essentially the same relations, but
eliminates the bipolarity by dropping negative loadings, though re
quiring more factors to represent the same complexiry.

The third pattern, or S[P, has been called a multiplex by the present

writer, because it gives equal importance to all factors and a random
but *oluple determination of variables by all factors. It is a multiple
6ctor, simple structure infuence pattern, i.e. with zeros in *.ry
column, md its essence is that it does not precisely stipulate degrees of
overlap and signs, but accepts random overlap and a random pattern
of signs. The structure of the multiplex also accepts any angle among
the factors (oblique or orthogonal) and c:ur thus support a second or
higher order 6ctor structure. The general multiplex is probably the
most ,oid.ly used, and useful resolution in psychological research.

It will t."dily be seen that resolutions (r) and (z) leid themselves to a
'hierarchical' view of personaliry or abiliry structure-in that one posi-
tive general 6ctor dominates. 'lVhen 

some psychologists speal( of 'a
hierarchy' they refer only to such a structure in this first order realm
and to the special orthogonal case. Others, however, use the term to
refer to the oblique case and the arrangement of the additional higher
order fictors in a sort of ppamid, which may appear in such circum-
stances. It would clari$, the position if writers would refer to rhe first
as a 'dominant general 6ctor' solution and reserve hierarchy for super-

imposed higher orders.

Even in the latter, however, there are two senses of hierarchical, xs

shown in Fig. z. In system (r), which follows the rypical solution
from a true use of simple strucfirre on successive orders, the hierarchy
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means nothing more than a series of 6ctor orders, plus the pyramidal
structure formed by the diminishing ntrmber of 6ctors that are re-
corded as higher orders are reached. This pyramid *y be incomplete

however, in the sense of not finishing in a single factor to make a tme

pyramid, but in two or three, as in Fig. z (r). This most corlmon
result of the common multiplex base we may cdl e tapering oblique

hierarchy. As we shall argue later, its apering is accidental and aftifidal.
The psychologist who wants to produce the second type of SIP in

Fig. z will do his bCIt to rotate the primaries to be rlor-over-
lapping. He is thus obtaining e 'dominant generd 6ctor' resolution at

the higher order. To get this special arrangement he may choose, per-
h"pt unconsciously, variables which happen to give a single, generd,
second order factor pltrs specifics (extreme right of Fig. z (r)). The
result in this case will be a very neat resolution of each and every

variable into a loading on one of a number of orthogonal primaries

(not the origiorl primaries, r'r z', etc., but the specific factor remnant,

r'r, 2'u, etc., corresponding to each) and on a general factor.

Factors

(1) Hierarchy with overlaps (2) Simplest, non-overlapping
dt every level hierarchical form

:3rdOrder:

2nd Order

-
E-J

-- 

E.-

1---E--fr-

lst Order 

-r
Variables 1 2 3 4 5 ... 1 2 3 4 5.

Ftc. 3

Tuo plans of hierarchy anongfactor orders

A second nuurner of showing these same stnrctures, in Fig. 3,

shows that in what we may call the 'p*" p)rramid or monarchicd

hierarchy', the primaries will neither overlap nor leave gaps between

them, and thus will yield a more orderly hierarchy than any other
arrangement. This has the same utiliry, as a logical classification scheme,

as Burt's bipolar system, except that signs are not specified. Not all

centroids can be roated into this form, but many which would other-

aE-r
H
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wisc be naturally represented by 
" 

tapering oblique hierar.hy can be

transformed by what is known as the Schmid-Leiman formula into e

monarchical hierarchy.

Unfortunately, as I have indicated in the introduction to this paper,

to get such a hierar.hy one has to be selecdve or lucky in one's data-
notably in being able to end with a grand monarchic general 6ctor. A
more important criticism of this SIP form is that although the pattern

undoubtedly appeals to neat and tidy minds, the factors may not

correspond to those realides in nature which will be constant from
matrix to matrix. For the second order general 6ctor here, like that in
the first order centroid (the bipolar or bifactor general factor), is specific

to the matrix; it is dependent on the particular choice of variables and

is not to be fixed by simple structure because there is no hyperplane to

rotate it by. The 'specifics' from the primaries are therefore equally

arbitrarily ffuncated entities.

As we shall see, the position and naflrre of the lower order 6ctors,
when transformed into orthogonality by the Schmid-Leiman form-
ol., are not arbirary, neither are they non-overlapping, though those

of the factors at the top of the pyramid are. But, with this exceptior,

neither the 'hierarchy' at the first order (which we have defined as a

'dominant generalfictor soludon') nor the true hierarchy across orders,

in the monarchical sense, are nomurlly *ythirg but artificial creations,

whose 6ctors lack the constanry from matrix to matrix which we
require of scientific concepts. 

'Whether the one remaining form-the
tapering oblique hierarchy in Figs. 2 (r) and 3 (r)-deserves the

designation of a hierarchy we shall now discuss.

HIERARCHY OR NETVYORK?

No matter how starkly we define a hierarchy operationally in the

initial stages, it will tend to carry connotations of a broader and even

of a philosophi."l nafire to most who use the term. Among these

connotations are the implications that i. the 6ctor higherin thehierarchy

must dlways be broader in its infuence; ii. it is more importantfor pre-
diction; iii. it is more constan in its form and appearance; iv. it is more

-fundamental for prychological theory, md v. iiii more 'real'. 'W'e pro-
pose to show that these implications vary from insufficiently defined or
inaccurate conclusions to completely unwarranted illusions.

Before discussing the possible meaning of a hierarchy of 6ctor
orders, notably of the third-tapering oblique-and only surviving
sense of a hierarchy, one must ask whether it exists in nature at all. For
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what is commonly oyerlooked is that th" py-"*id structure, tapering
to Gwer 6ctors at higher orders, could 

-be 

"n 
inevitable arteiact o?

normal mathematical-statistical rules and need have no real existence
at all in nature. One mathematical rule, when courmtrnalities are used,
is that one cannot take out as uumy cofirmon 6ctors as there are vari-
ables. Consequently, a htrndred variables may define, sa/, only twenty
primaries, and twenty primaries must yield fewer second order 6ctors,
and so on. But the 6ct that a number ofligher order 6ctors as great
as the number ofvariables or lower order 6ctors cannot be matheniatic-
,-tty defured for laclc of a sufiiciency of variables is no proof that they
do not exist. lndeed, th. onus of proof that there is only this smaller
number of higher fictors at work lies on the psychologist who chooses
to assert that the real structure of nature is e pyr.*id"l hierarchy.

{ctu{ly, I have giyT elsewhere (Cattelll6) ample iemons for believing
that the number of factors operating on a set of variables is normal$
dgcidedly greater than the number io*monly taken our from n oui-
ables (provided we count real infuences of small variance). These apply
as much to the transition from primaries to secondaries 

"i 
to the tririsi-

tion from variables to primaries. Recognition of this follows from
acceptance of the 6ct that the number of real infuences in a situation
is one thing, and the number of fictors we may take out, in accordance
with mathematical and statistical restriaions, is quire anorher.

As a result of these considerations I shall propound a view of the
ilrfuenge Pattern of the entities sought in 6ci ofization quite differenr
from that hitherto accepted. Briefy, this theory is that itt. influences
interact in what may be described in the most general terms as a network
or reticule, and that the so-called hierarchy is an arbitrary piece

ghopned 9ut of the network, which .on .ig.r on Gwer points et

TSh.t orders m9r9ly because of the mathematical rules whi.[ gorern
,1,. 'cutting' of the nerwork. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, 

-*h.r"
the only assumptions made are: r. that causal effects opirrte in one
direction only-that required by our defrnition of simple strucrure-
from 6ctors to variables and from higher order to lowei order factors;
z. that there is no difference in frequenry bennreen 6ctors and variables;
and 3. that each variable is accotrnted for by more than one 6ctor and
each 6ctor infuences more than one variable.

In such a structure as that grven in Fig. 4-which has the
issential qualities implied by the terms network or rericule-the
application of the usual procedures of fector analysis to four variables,
t)2e uy va, alnd tr61 would result in the discovery of nnro primary corn-
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2nd order factors

/

1 st order factors

Variables
Vo

Variables included in exPeriment

Frc. 4

Fake hierarchy in an essentially reticular structurc

mon facrors , f, nd fn, and the fictoring of these would in ffim result

in the discoviry of only one second order 6ctor, F4. These connections

are shown by firm lines, whereas the undiscovered connections are left

as interrupted lines. The firm lines clearly yield a hierarchy, I"l the

total ,tro.i*e is obviously not a hierarchy, there being as many higher

order as lower order infuences. Although I do not d*y that tapered

oblique hierarchies (or even monarchical o1.0 may at times be ptesent,

it would appear thai mosr of the claims to demonstrate a hielarcly rest

on nothingi"t the illusory effect just described. For examPlg, the P-
clusion ofirariables u1 and /e h an experiment would at once show that

the four variables really operate under the influence of four first order

factors ,fr,fr,fnandfr.This knowledge wguld result in the addition of

fz ndi;i ih. r..ood order factoring, and this in tum would demon-
-Jr"r. 

ihrt three second order factors, FB, Fa and F 61 arte really operative

on,fs *dfn
ifi o" biidrning the base of the uariables (or first order factors) one does

not fnd more higher order factors, then one can conclude that a true

hierarchy is presJnt. The hierarchy of which we then sPeak would be

different fro* the three types of hierarchy discussed above-dominant

general 6cror, monarchfal and tapering- oblique-wtrich have no

[roof of realiry. Ir would be definable simply as: r. a series of orders of

i..torr, oblique at each level, and normally mffually ovellapP-*g- i"
infuence wiihin each leveli and, 2. one within which each order has

fewer factors than the next lower order. The result would then be that

higher order factors in such en oblique pyramid hleraryhy will affect more

of-th. initial sample of variables than lower order factors. But this will

happen even in an ordinary network, for regardless of whkh direaion one

F,

,"'I
F"

/l
I
I
It

ii

F, F,

,"'n,
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ttoues in a network (*d of the separate existence of any real, excised

P)tramid) this broadening of infuence necessarily occurs.

- 
[t may be that the structure of the mind in certain areas, notably

the cognitive ere*,, does correspond to a pparnid hierarchy, in the way
that Burt,4 Humphreys,sr Vemono and others have claimed. Even if
wider search Aik to broaden the basis of primary factor (*d thtrs shift
the top of the p)rramid above the monarcfrical factor supposed to sit
there), the 

-status 
of the monarchical 6ctor is still theoreti.rtty unsound.

For if it affects all of the penultimate stratum of6aors it is trnroaable

-there 
is no hyperplane ofunaffected 6ctors by which its meaning can

be uniquely ditermined. Of course, by some other method of 6.to,
analysis, h which adfitional penultimate stratum 6ctors are deliber-
ately introduced (CattelFt), , unique resolution of the last 6ctor could
be obtained. But thfo hes not been done by those writers who propound
a moftuchical th.ory of general abiliry.

On the other hand, notably io the more complex fieldsofpersonaliry,
motivation and leanring, I would argue that a demonstrated hierarchy
it *y of these senses simply does not exist. And even in the cognitive
area, recent evidence (CattelFa) that there is not one general abiliry
factor but two-fluid and crysallized intelligence-upsets the monrrr-
chical hierarchy theory. fhe higher order structure-which probably
exists in the personality realm, and in many scientific realms, when
examined by factor analysis, fo decidedly more complex. f have paid
this attention to pseudo-hierarchies because their tnre complexity will
get due attention only if psychologists recognize that the traditional
hierarchical notion is a fiction, created by the artificial limitations of
calculadon imposed by the rules in the factor analydc textbook.

OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF DEFINING A
FACTOR AS A DETERMINER

The statement that the model assumed in testing hypotheses by pro-
perly-designed 6ctor analytic experiments is more than e mathe-
matical model, will now be clearer. Our model involves influences and

causality, and actudly defines independent and dependent variables, of
which mathematics has no knowledge. Furthermore, interaction of
infuences may take place in all possible directions and connections.

The only general model we can initially accept is, therefore, a reticular
one, in which different orders of fectors mey interact in dl kinds of
ways, the hierarchy being a special case of the reticule, requiring special

proof. The problem now before us is: 'By what means, in frctor
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analysis, or with other experimental methods in addition to 6ctor

analysis, can we infer t}e particular system of causal connections-the

structure-existing ir *y such redcule?' The postulated connections

are quite general, put in this abstract wa), but Fig. i will help to

sum*arize the situation. In this diagram the assumption is made that

every factor or variable acts on every other in all mathematicrtty Possl

ible ways, including positive and negative feedback. (The positive and

negative 'loadings' on each 'infuence' arrow are not shown.)

Second order factors ---r----s

First order

Variables

Frc. 5

Possible interactions of a set of eight distinct influences

To avoid overcrowding the sketch (a) interactions of second order factors

directly with variables are omitted, md (E) only three variables are set out of

the larger number which would be necessary to define three factors.

No systematic treatment of the general problem of defining the in-
ferences about causal entities and directions of infuence from 6ctor

1L
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andytic operations appears yet to have been attempted. Experimental
studies, however, are replete with inferences on an inexplicit basis,

particularly on that facet (one of three) which concerns the interaction

offactors and tests. (The remaining 6cets concern interactions offactors
with factors and variables with variables.) The schema which have

actually been presented, namely SIPs such as the bipolar pattern, the
simplex, the multiplex, etc., have usually connoted nothing more than

t particular mosaic of correlations or loadings, with an occasional

causal assumption that the effect is due to some real infuences in e

scientific modd. Indeed, trs they stand, such idealized mosaics as the

bipolar, bifactor, simplex, radex and circumplex patterns are of no
*ot. than descriptive ot., for the inferences that .orrld be made from
them to a scientific model have not been stated. Even descriptively

most are frequently as misleading as useful, for real maffices can rarely

be made to coffespond exactly with them.

Nevertheless, it would be a service to factor analysis to have a

taxonomy of ideal, stereotyped infuence patterns, or SIPs, more

systematically worked out than has yet been done. As I pointed out
when I introduced this topic, one can 

'vary 
the number of 6ctors, the

coverage oflower order variables, and the pattern ofoverlap with other

factors, etc. 
'When 

this is extended to include higher order factors the

number of possible SIPs is very great. By way of a beginning, what
appear to be the r'welve most important have been systematically set

out in Fig. 6. In this case the representation is at the level of stereotyped

influence patterns, which go beyond the descriptive mosaics, though
they i*ply quite specific mosaics. However, since the authors of some

mosaics have never stated their assumptions in terms of an trnderlying
scientific model, the use of older titles, like bihctor and circumplex,

may be debated.

Let it be said forthwith that beyond SIP III no merhods have yer
been demonstrated whereby factor analysis could go directly to ifr"
scientific model from the data. One can infer what mosaics the later

SIPs would i*ply in the actual matricCI, but not, conversely, what the

matrix mosaics would trnambiguously imply ir terms of SIPs. Paren-

thetically, SIP V, and others at that level, destroy any possibi\ty of
categoraation as 6ctors and variables. Any measurement, or estimated

measurement, could be either or both.
It behoves us, at this point, to define more closely the status and

meaning of the term 6ctor. The epistemological status of a simple

structure factor is that of an empirical construct,to but it commonly has
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degrees of 'strplus meaning', borrowed from beyond the immediate

system, which can turn it into e theoretical concept (see also

Henryssonze). However, for such *igr.ly determined coulmon

6ctors in general, our view is that their only strrplus mearring, b.-
yond whriis given by the properties of a matlrematiitfactor,is that they

are influences. Operationally, this adfitional meaning is derived from
simple structure and confactor rotation operations.

The expression 'infuence' seeks to define a broader concept ofwhich
both 'condidon' and 'cause' are sub-species. tn the Thurstone box

problem,t' for example, one would scarcely, in normal semantics, call
'length' a cause, md, in the Cattell-Dfokman ball plasmod.," the

weight 6aor is again a debatable cause-by some uses of 'cause'. The

required generic expression is perhaps determiner rather than influence;

for the variables loaded by length could not exist ifa box had no length,

while the change of velo crty which one colliding b"il will impart to
another is determined if not caused (pardy) by the weight of the ball.

A cause is thus reser'\red for that special determiner in which we have

additional ternporal sequence data, which justifies the idea of one deter-

miner acting upon another. To go beyond this would land one in
metaphysics.

A factor can only be recognrzed as a cause when, in addition to the

correlational evidence from sirnuhaneous measurements, we possess

evidence of an invariable sequence of the two in the relation which

resulted in the correlation, for any correlation beRnreen A and B can

mean that A affected B, that changes in B caused changes in A, or that

some third cause produced changes in both of them. However, we

argue that in 6ctor analysis inferences about causal direction can be

made euel, when no actual time obseruations are auailable in our experi-

mental data. They can be made from indirect evidence at a high level of
probabiliry.

This evidence is of the same general nature as that invoked by the

archaeologist, the astronomer, the geologist and other scientists denied

the advanttge of actually being present when the causal actions of
interest to them occur. It depends on the fact that time sequences may

be translated or preserved in other media, i.e. in space or temperature

differences. Thus an archaeologist infers that Troy IV folowed Troy
III, because its deposits are spatidly above those of the latter, and an

astronomer infers that a red star was formed before a blue orle. So here,

we use the stnrctural pattern of the mathematical relationships to infer

that one factor is a determiner or causal infuence operating upon
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another. On closer examination it will be seen that the two main

independent principles proposed for uniquely fi*irg rotation and the

resolution pattem, namely, simple structure and confactor congruence,

operate strictly on the assumption that a factor is a determiner. Thus in

the former what is typically a cause will affect only a minoriry of a

random sample of variables, while in the latter it is assumed that e
trnitary infuence, as it becomes more power l, will affect all the

things it normally affects with proportionately grsater variance

contribution.

The crowning purpose of a fully developed factor analytic technique

should be, by such devices, to trace the causal connections among the

fictors and variables. Our aim, then, is to seek the basis for such

inferences in the general case where no ulterior information is available.

The problem is, therefore, ''What inferences can be made about

directions of causal acdon among variables and higher and lower order

factors in simple, R-technique faaor analysis?' The nearest approach to a

systematic athck on this problem is Sewall \Mright'saz development of
the path coefluient in reladon to ordinary correlations. Flowever,

\Mright's method assufires the direction of causal action entirely from

ulterior evidence, and therefore contributes nothing to t}e problem of
inferring such action retrospectively from the structure of the correla-

tions.

THE EYIDENCE OF STRUCTURE OBTAINABLE
FROM DY MATRICES

No soludon is attempted here for the fuJl possibilities of mutual inter-

action depicted in Fig. i, or the later SIPs of Fig. 6. lnstead we propose

the less ambitious problem which arises if we assume an infuence

structure such as is found in the simpler scientific models given in
Fig.4, and in the examples (r) to (+) in Fig. 6. That is, a system in which

the 6ctors are the independent and the variables the dependent

variables. If we restrict discussion of method to simple structure, then

what kind of simple structure pattern must appear in order for us to

infer the particular number of factors, overlapS, etc., which occur in

such a reladon?

The postulate that a factor is a cause when it afects only a minority of
uariables in a widely representative selection, leads to the conclusion

that the rotation which locates the factors as causes will be one in which

every colunrn has a murimum number of zeros. This leads to the in-
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evitable arithmetical consequence that in seeking a solution which
maximizes zeros in the columlrs we are autonrati*lly maximizing the
zeros in the matrix as a whole and therefore maximizing zeros in the

rows of the same matrix.

The effect of this conclusion upon our attempt to infer causal direc-
tion is disastrous, for whereas a predominanie of zeros in columns

a-rgues for factors being causes, a predominance in the rows argues for
rhefacnrs being dependent and the variables being the info.n""s. This

tffi."Iry can be resolved, however, if we followthe logic of oblique
solution to its uldmate conclusions. lndeed, the failure of simple struc-
ture when thus applied to the orthogonal case is only one *or. proof
that the orthogonal resolurion of mathematical factor analysis is wrong
in the scientific sense, i.e., that it is not a model which can fit even thi
most general requirements of a causal system.

The next step in our argument depends upon the general reladons
a1long the six main dimension-variable (DV) matrices (Cattellrr).
These variants of the dimension-variable reladon matrix, posible in
the oblique c:rse, are as follows:

r. The reGrence vector structure matrix, written Vrr. This is the
usual matrix obtained by rotation for simple strucrure, yieldin g correla-

tions berween variables and reference vectors.

z. The 6ctor pattern matrix, Vto,which gives the loadings offictors
on variables. It is proportional by coluurns to Vrrand reains the same

simple structure:

i vrn: v'P

3. The factor structure matrk, Vye, namely, the correlations benneen
factors and variables:

ii Vrr: VrrCt

(where Ct is the matrix of correlations among 6ctors).

4. The reference vector pattern matrix, Vrp: VrP-r.
i. The factor estimation matrix, Vp, which se$ out the weights to

be given to the variables to obtain the best estimate of each 6cror.
This can be calculated either in the usual welr

iii Vfr: V'ysR-L

(where R is the correlation matrix among variables) or in Tucker's
fashion-

S.P.-I6 24r



iv Vfr: (V'rrVn)-'V'to

6. The dissociated factor pattern matrix, Vaf, th. contribution

made by ,6ctor to the variance of a variable in dissociation from the

efect of higher order factors.-- 
Now, ,r *" suggested above, an r of,selr o'8, may mean that 64pet

cent of the variance of a will disappear when D is held constant or that

64 per cent of the variance of D will dit"ppear if a is held constent. The

former is nonsense f a is the cause of b, since nothing we do about

'holding' the consequen ce b need have any effect olt d. With this in

mind *" *y note hrst that the V* and Vy, matrices (as *9U ?s 
Vot,

CattelFl nor here described) are non-committal statistical figures,

simply stating correlations, but a theory of cgusal action is 
-implicitly

wriitin into the formula eV1p,VyrandVurif they are derivedby simple

structtue.

The 6ctor patrefir matrix, vfo, tells us how mu& each 6ctor coll-

tributes to thJvariance of each variable, considering how much is also

conrributed by other oblique 6ctors. Vtu tells us how we can

weight the variables to maximize the multiple cgrreJation of the

estimate ofthe factor with the true 6ctor-assuming the 6ctor position

to be that settled upon h Vn rotations. There is thus no mathe-

matical principle whatever which requires that simple-structure shall

appear n Vrr. This matrix gives the contributions of the variables to

tn Artor aisuming, not that th.y are causal, but that they are mani-

festations or constiiuents from which the factor can be estimated.

However, we occasionally meet instances where we may strongly

suspect on psychological grounds that a certain first order factor is a

c.tisal conr;butor to th. rJcond order.* That is to say, one of the alter-

native possibilides already written into Fig. i (such as yf,-+F) 
- 
is

suspectJd, in which the direction of causal action is 
-opposite 

to the

oro"l direction, either simultaneously with or as a substitute to it. A

general solurion of the reticular infuence model is b.y^od the scope

if thr paper, but we suggest that a solution may be profitally pursued

by *"[i"g comparisoniamong the six DV matrices (Cattellu), thgugh

this will obriooily be extrem.ly co*plicated. Some awareness of and

reference to thesi matrices is necessary even in the solution of the

'onrway strata' model on which we shall now concentrate.

Such 
" 

'rt .toplex' model appears likely to have a goo{ fit, at least as

a first approxi*rtioo, in the field of ability and in the field of motiva-

* As in the case of the anxiety factor considered later in this PaPer.
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tion where.later- acquired habit systems will subsidiate to (or be re-
inforcgd by) earlier systems, as in the concept of the dynamic lattice
(Cattellto). It also has application to group dynamics and to orher
areas of social psychology. In short, although compared to the general
network model, it makes simpli0ed assumptions, the metholology
for handling it is well worrh investigaring.

THE CONCEPT AND OPERATIONAL RECOGNITION OF
FACTO R STRATA

On the assumption that only the reticular model is fitted to the inter-
pretive use of fector analysis in the trniversal case, we have rejected the
monarchical hierarchical model for anything but investigations which
claim ffirmation from ulterior sources. However, we rec ogruze that
the general redcular solution is too difficult, and we suggest thorough
treatment of the one way strata SIP. Examples (r) and-(r), in Fig.?,
show that the monarchical and the tapering hierarchy 

"r" 
ip.cial fo-rms

within the general one-way strata model m, but ih.roft.r all SIPs
include either a two-way (Gedback) action, or an action of factors upon
others of the same level, or a leap-frogging in which higher orderr- r.t
directly on more than one lower order.

In the strata model we assume an indefrnite number offictors operat-
ilg at each of a number of operationally-defined levels. Theor"ti."lly
there could be infuence in both directions, making a two-way 

"r 
*.[

as a one-wry- Tgdel possible, but we shall consider only a oneway
infuence m9{el (higher order afGcdng only lower) which for brevity
we will call the stratoplex model. TIie 'peer status' of factors in one
and the same stratum is defined initially by the ftrnctional condition
that all members of the same stratum infuence only members of the
next 'lower' stratum. They do not in-fuence each other or members of
the peer group above them.

In investigating the operational steps necessary ro obtain evidence in
terms of the stratoplex, one must begin by recogni zlrrlg that factor
'order' is not the same thing as factor 'stratum'. Order is given immedi-
ately in terms of operations: the factors, sxy A toD, obtained by 6ctor-
ing entities a to k, are one order higher. Stratum indicates an infuence
relation in a model, and probably cannot be safely inferred fi-om a

single factoring operalion, though it is true that operarional proof of
order is a large part of the evidence.*

* The di:fference becomes evident if one thinks of order studies in a network
which happens to be a circumplex, where successive orders are not strata, but
rings.
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The main reason why order operations and strata stePs are not the

same is that in the inidal sampling of variables, at any level, one cannot

be sure that one has started with variables that are themselves all in the

same stratum.

There is not space here to deal with all the alternative possibilities

that may befall the investigator. Suffice it to say that if the sample of
variables chosen does indeed conain nothing but members from one

and the same basic level, then the fust order factors will be all on

one stratum higher. In the other cases, four in number (see Fig. 7),

it can be shown that i. accidenal inclusion of one higher stratum

measure in the factoring of a set from a lower level will result in the

appearance of the former as a specific, i.e. as a 6ctor with only one

variable loaded on it, wher@s two or rnore will result in the aPPearance

of a set of factors some of which are from one stratum level and some

from another; ii. the factors themselves, as infividtral factors, will not

be mixed, and iii. what appears operationally is either a second stratum

or a rhird stratum factor; though a considerable problem remains in

recognizin Sk) when this heterogeneiry of strata i" 4. single order of a

singli 
"*p.rito.ot 

has happened, and (6) which 6ctor is tt which

stratum level.

Elsewhere (CattelFo) the problem of defrning the sfiatum to

which a factor belongs-has been decided on the basis of the density of

representation occurring in the sample of variables, and thus rests on

"* 
abiliry objectively to define a population of uariables and e density of

representaiion of such-variables, in a factor analylt. If the variables are

.lor. together, highly similar, md with a high 'd.olity of representa-

rion' ,h.y will faitor l*g"ly into lower stratum 6ctors, whereas if
widely slparated and diverse, i.e. of sparse densiry, the frst factor

analysis will in the main go direct to higher stratum-order 6ctors. It is

known, fo, example, in rorrt. instances (Cattell,ro Cattell and Scheier2o),

that second order factors in questionnaires become first order factors in

objective personaliry rests, ptssibly because questionnaire items make

fi". distinaions in behaviour which in a miniature sittntional resPonse

is covered by a single variable.

Howev.r, th. .oo..pt of distance between variables in the density

defrnition musr be quit" irrd.pendent of correladonal operations, which

yietd distance only ;n the trni used in Mahalanobis' generalized distance

function, D, or iattell's pattern similarity coeficient, tr. Yithout this, no

independent check would be gained. The advantage of an exact densiry

concept and measurement opiration would be that one could from the
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beginning, without evidence from 6ctoring, predict yhat order of
factors or" would be obtaining. Suggestions for independent operations

for defining densiry of reprit.ntttion of variables have been made

elsewhere (battellto). Howlver, as these operations are different, the

strata concepts reached might not necessarily rest on the notion of

influence direction. lndeed if the criterion ofstrata order is that variables

in stratum X infuence variables in stratum Y, and we clul depend uPon

simple structure to witness this, then the Present approach, though

difficult, is sufrcient.

The srraroplex model is only a speci thzedand simplifi-ed form of the

redculr, *oiel and there is no *oi" than a probabiliry that it will hold

in psychological experimenal situations. If it holds there are methods,

.r i. have 
-seen, 

oi establishing, by examination of successive 6ctor

analyses, what the strara structure in a given set of variables really is.

The simple procedure of saying that the strata are identical with the

operational orders is insufficient and incorrect. A more subtle manner

oi irrf.rence is required, from planned and re-planned experimenls:

comparing operadtnal ord.m ir each.* The evidence that the model

itself is fitting musr come from the consistenry of the strata pictt[e it
yields in different samples of variables.' 'While investigation and formulation of the problem of stratum

order may challinge some of the substantive psychological concepts

already formul.t.d yet it is nevertheless reasstrring T more general

terms. For it shows that, granted strata, our factor analytic oPerations

will not merely yield sets-which are mixtures of first and second strata

factor variableq neither will it produce individual factors which remain

conceptually neither at one level nor the other.t In short, it do es not

produc. srrata results which are purely at the mercy of accidents of

iampling, though factors from different strata will sometimes

* The past confusion berween order and stratum suggests that a number of
conclusions about order need to be re-examined, for it is likely that some factors

now thought to be of the same order are acttrally at different strata levels. A plob-

able instance is that factors B (intelligence) and G Goperego strength), considered

as primaries in the 16 Personaliry Factor Questionnaire, tend to stand out as

rp.Afi.s in rhe second+rder factoring (Gorsuch,86) *d are therefore probably

cognate with the second stratum factors of exvia-invia, anxiety, cortetia, etc.,

for:nd in questionnaires and objective tests.

f There could, of course, be an intermediate stratum running part way between

two strata, like a half floor in the contemporary 'split level' house. This, however,

involves problems of the general reticular model and is best considered in that

context.
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initially be produced together in one order. krdeed, simple stnrdure
criteriar pursued with alert co-ordination among successive studies, and

with an eye to the possibiliry of an initidly heterogeneous b.g tt
any one order, seems fully capable of yielding defrnitive knowledge of
strata reladonships.

FORMULAE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS OF FACTOR
VARIANCE ACROSS A NETWORK

The fust aim of basic research in any scientific area must be to deter-

mine the reticular structure of frmctional relationships. Ooly when the

pattern and sequence of interaction among such factors is accurately

mapped and understood is it possible to seek laws or check quantiative
relations assumed to obtain between varying infuences by holding
constant this or that factor. Stilt more, perhaps, in applied research,

it becomes necessary to estimate how much an infuence X will
conffibute to a dependent variable Y when it acts through several

intervening variables.

A complete situation for the sffatoplex is given below.*

&, Rr and R, have been used respectively for the successive matrices

of correladons between variables, fictors and sdll higher orders, as

the emphasis here is on an orderly succession. VIb and V$ indicate

6ctor pattern and 6ctor structure variable matrices respectively.ro

First stratum, second stratum, etc., 6ctors are called primariesl secofl-

daries, tertiaries, etc.

Since it is our purpose to deal with variance contributions via the

mutual, variabk-to-factor and factor-to-variable V matrices (Vy Vs,

Vs for the ascend.ing orders), md with results in terms of the score

matrices and the estimation matrices for 6ctor and variable scores, we
shall use the symbols Zs, Zr, Zr, Zr, etc., for the standerd score rna-

trices (for N people), the subscripts indicating that the scores are

respectively for variables, primaries, secon&ries, tertiaries and so on.

The basic formula v below, which relates 6ctor loadings to correla-

tions among variables, derives its orthogonal origins from the analysis

of a correlation matrix into latent roots and vectors. Although this

extraction of orthogonal fictors is the inidal step in factor analysis, we
ded with the final oblique resolution which the psychologist is accus-

*'Wright's path coefficient is also useful (Wrighd'). But the investigator trsing

the stratoplex model is not simply asking about correlation, but about varianoe

contribution acting in a specified direction.
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bmed to use once simple structure rotation conditions have been met.

The orthogonal position can always be readily handled as a special case

of this. For example, in formula v, R, reduces to an idendry matrix

(in effect fisappears) when fictors are orthogonal, md Vtothen becomes

idendcal with Vru.

v Rr, : Vfp.1R1V'1p.1,

where R, is the rcduced correlation matrix, md the subscript r sands

for 'reduced'.

To use the scores on these fictors to restore scores on the original

variables we proceed with:

vi Z'o: VforZ' r * (J1Z' 
u7,

where Zsis the test-score matrix, Zrthe common 6ctor score matrix,

U, the matrix of orthogonal, specific (*iqoe) factors for the nvariables

in the rows of the Vn cornmon 6ctor matrix, and Zn is the score

rnatrix of Npeople on the r unique factors (specific plus error). (Paren-

thetically, ZisanN x n matrix (Npeople, n venrble$ and ZlisanN x k
(& factors).)

The successive steps carrying correlation and score reladons only to

the third order (see equations vii and viii below) suffice to establish

the generalization up to any order. The successive (primary and

secondary) correlation matrices can be analysed just like the variable

correlation matrix in v, thus:

vii 
8il=7;:*:i;;:

The successive 6ctor score matrices beyond vi above will relate as

in viii:

8 2,;=7;:2,:IYiZt,::

From these we can formulate the restoration of a correlation matrix

among variables or 6ctors at any one stratum from the factor loadirgt

and the correlations for an immediately higher stratum by the recrusion

formula:

ix Rrr: Vfp(s+r)R( a+t)V'yp1*+1) : Rn- U'r,

where R stands for the correladon matrix with ones in the diagonal,

and R, for the reduced matrix.
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Similarly, th" relations between scores of any two successive strata
can be generalized, as in x:

x Z'r: Vfp@+tyZ'p+t) + U@*rlZ'u(s+1 .

From these-simple, single-stage recursion formulae we clrn proceed
to the formuladon of a transformation over any number of stages,

i.e. to exPress the contribution to a set ofvariables or 6ctors of a 6ctor
remote from it in the stratoplex. In accordance with our general model
we use the Vfu matrix because of the assumption (Cattellr) *or in-
fluence is in the direction of 6ctors upon v"ri"bles. By the statistical

ProPerties of factoring we are also compelled to asiume that our
formulae deal with the usual tapered-off-hierarchy-a chopped-our
triangular wedg. from the total strata.

The general formula for restoring the lower order correlation
matrix, when begiruring with factors n orders higher, now becomes:

xi Rr, : VtorVroz . . . Vy,pnRnV' fon. o . V' furV'tor.

In the case where the general redculum happens to present a true
tapering Pyramidal hierarchy, finishing at th. nth 6ctor extracrion
with a, single, massive, general 6ctor (as some believe to be true in the
g.".t4 cognitive field) then the highest matrix, Ro, becomes uniry
(one factor identiry matrix) and drops out of the formula. 1 mu$ b;
stressed, however, that unless one has ulterior evidence about the nota-
tion of this final single factor its character is fictional. A general 6ctor
exists, but it is indeterminate. Fortunately this does not 

"ff..t 
the derer-

ry"y of the lower order factors, even in the tapering hierarchy, but
it afGcts the true monarchical hierarchy if an atte*p, is made to iot"t.
the specifics of the lower order factor into 

" 
rp..i"l conformiry to it.

To estimate scores on lower order frorn scores on higher order factors
we use formula xiii below.

From vi we can proceed, by subsdtution for Z'ras in viii (a) above,
to:

xii Z'o: Vrn VtorZ'r* Vtu UzZ'oz* (\Z'o1,

and from vi, xii and x, it will be evident that a general formula can
be written for restoration of a lower stratu* scoie matrix from the
data of higher strate, et any degree of distance, d: n,as in xiii below:

xiii Z'o: Vtpr r. r VnuZ' o *oflVfr, ... Vrn<u-qUaZ' *a * (JZ' ut
d':l
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If desired, the notation of supermatrices can be used (see Horst,

rg616), thus:

V - Vn Vn!! o. r Vtou:VprVpr c, c Vtn<u-t Ud, .,. ,VforUzi Ut,

and

Z' : Z' ui Z' uA3 ... Z' uzi Z' ul.

Then xiii can be written:

xiv Z' : VZ'.

Here the observable scores, Z, are written as the product of a factor

pattern and a 6ctor score suPermatrix.

Ftc. 8

The higher oriler projection matrices: contrwt of Cattell-White and

Schmid-Iximan loadings of higher ordu factors on uariables

By Cattell-White formula

First ordu

z' 3'

Second ordu

r" z" oriln h2

3rd
h2T, 4' h2

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
IO

.oo 'oo 'oo '5o

.oo .Jo .oo 'oo

.OO _ .jO .60 .OO

'Jo '60 'oo 'oo

- 
.jo '60 'oo 'oo
.60 .oo ' jo 'oo

- 
.60 'oo - 'jo 'oo
.oo .oo '60 - '60

'oo 'oo 'oo '5o
.oo 'oo 'oo '60

Int er-co rr el ati o n s of fir st or dcr fact or s (C attell-White)

r' z' 3' 4'

T,

2'

3'

4'

roo oo r5

oo

roo

r8

oo

-o8
roo

roo

.25

.25

'6r
.6r

'6r
.7O

.7O

'79

'25
.36

.oo '3o

.oo .oo

'36 - '3o
.25 'OO

- 
.25 .OO

.60 
- 

,Zs

- '60 'zs

'36 -,,66
'oo '3o

'oo '36

.09

.oo

.09

.06

.06

.24

.24

'28
.09

'r3

.21

.oo

.09

.21

- 
.21

'33

- '33

- '16
.21

.26

.04

.oo

.or

.04

.04

.II

.II

.03

.04

.o7
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T" roo 60

z" roo

Ftc. 8 (continueil)

httu-conelations of second ordu faaors (CatteU-VVhiA

!" z"

By Schmid-kiman Formula

First ordu

r' z' 3'

Second oriler

r" 2" h2 Ehz4' h2 h2

3rd
orib
r"t

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

IO

For notes on Fig. 8 see Addendum on P. 266.

The formulae given above appear to contribute the first general exposi-

tion of lower and higher strata interrelationships in scores and correla-

rions, although a *"[-k rown formula dsaling with a special aspect of
this problem has been devised by Schmid-Leiman.87 They developed

a'procedure for rotating an oblique simple structure into a hierarchical

6ctor solutioo' (op. cit.,p. i6). The procedtre they describe is directed

specifically to a pure hierarchicd stmcture finishing in a single third-

order factor. They derive a factor matrix, B, which differs from our

formulae xii, xiii and xiv in disregardingUr. They do not point out,

as we have done here, that their orthogonalized factors correspond to

the higher order primary 6ctors dong with the lower order unique

6ctors, for their approach has e ditfferent purpose and conceptual

framework.

The aim of the Schmid-Leiman formula was to determine the

loadings of higher order 6ctors directly upon the variables after the

.04

.oo

.08

.02

'02
.r3

.r3

.26

.04

.06

.21

.oo

.09

'2I

- 
.27

'33

- '33

- '16

'21
-26

.04

.oo

'or
.04

'o,4
.II

.II

.03

.04

.o7

.25

'25

'6r
'6r
'6r
'70
.70

'79
.25

.36

.21

.oo

.21

.oo

'OO

'r8
'r8
'47

'21
.25

'16

'25
.s2

'55

'55

'46
.46

'50
.16

.23

.oo 'oo 'oo '4o

.oo .5o 'oo 'oo

'oo - '5o '52 'oo
.43 '60 'oo 'oo

- 
.43 .60 'oo 'oo
.52 'OO '43 'OO

- 
.52 'OO - '43 'OO

'oo 'oo 'Sz - '48
.oo 'oo 'oo '4o
.oo 'oo 'oo '48

.r3

-.r3.32

- 
.32

.r9 
-

.oo

.oo

.oo

.oo

.r9 -
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fictors have been rotated into orthogonal positions.In these positions all

but the monarchical 6ctor are merely the truncated specifics of the

origind oblique 6ctors th.y represent, i.e. specifics after the higher
order variance is abstracted.

Here we propose to contrast the Schmid-Leiman version of what

we may call the Higher-Order-Factor-To-Variable, or, Higher-Order-

Projection matrix, with the Cattell-White alternative formulation.*
The main dilfferences are as follows:

r. Although both normally begin with fictors rotated to simple
structure, the Cattell-'White transformation retains et every stratum

these unique oblique structures, whereas the Schmid-Leiman extracts

at each stratum the higher order variance, and leaves at each lower
level only the orthogonal residual specifics from the oblique 6ctors,
not the 6ctors in their full variance. The final step in the Schmid-
Leiman is to end in a single general factor or a set of orthogonal 6ctors.

Thus the loadings of the second order factors on the variables, in the

Higher-Order-Projection matrix, which, we will symbohze rsVypa,

become by the Cattell-S7hite formula :rvi below, equal to Vyo, times

Vtor, whereas in the Schmid-Leiman it is Vn, times Vn, times (Jr. h
the latter, the loadings on the variables are not those of the ffue
secondaries but only the projections of the truncated remains of these

factors after much of their variance has been taken into factors of a sdll

higher order.

z. The Schmid-Leiman HH Proiection matrix cannot reach stabiliry

and completeness turless and trndl the successive 6ctorings end either

in a set of 6ctors whose simple structure is nattrrally orthogonal-an
extremely rare condition in our experience-or in e single general

6ctor. The corresponding Cattell-V/hite HH Projection matrix has a

firnctional completeness when terminated at any stratum.

3. In the Cattell-White HH Projection matrix the summed squares

of loadirgt of factors on a variable will not sumto the commtrndiry of
the origi""l unrotated matrix whereas in the Schmid-Leiman it will.
This contrast is part of the concepturl difference that the Vrris a matrix
of loadings only, not correladons, in the C-\M case, but of correladons

with orthogonal fictors in the S-L case.

The hz vilaes are smaller in the S-L, since they are confined to one

stratum with a[ higher order variance taken out, whereas in the C-W

* This formulation was developed while Owen'White was a research assistant

to the writer.
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they include the variance for the given stratum in addition to that
which would go into all higher sirata. Contrast of two successive
hz colurnns in the C-W shows how much predicdve power would be
lost by dealing only with the fictors et e higher ordei.

4. The loadings in the S-L matrix , ds far- as the first order factors arre

concerned, will corresPond to those defrned as the dissociated factor
matrix , Vd,f6 above. The simple structure on these will be the same as

for the ordinary oblique factors, but the significant loadings will all be
reduced by the same constant ratio, V1, in any one fact6r. Thus the
S-L factors will have smaller loadings than those in the C-W', and will
yield, too, a different rank order of contribution ro the variables. A
row in the S-L composite will thus look quite difGrent from, md have
no 

$mple relation to, a row in the C-W,;xcept that zeros will appear
in the same places.

The derivation of the Cattell-White formula is clearest, perhaps, if
one considers the general formula xi above, for restoring the reduced
correladon matrix from 6ctor pattern matrices. If we symbolize the
Cattell-\Mhite loadings of the mth order factors direaly on the uariables

by Vn 2y, this too will restore the correlation matrix and we can write:

x\r Rro : Vlo, ... Vt oRoV' ,on ... V' fol : Vn*RnV' ypN,

whence

lnri Vrr* : VtpJl ... Vton (C-W formula),

which forms the systematic basis of cdculation for all the values in the
Cattell-'White Higher-Order-Projection matrix, which differentiates it
from the corresponding Schmid-Leiman matrix.

THE SIMPLE STRUCTURE OF HIG HER ORDER
FACTORS AND THE PROBLEM OF PSEUDO.SECOND
O RDER FACTO RS

The main uses of these two higher order projection matrices would

lPPear to be , (r) to prefict variable scores from 6ctors ; (b) to calculate
formulae (Vi t) for estimatirg higher order facrcrs directly from
variables; (c) to decide when it is worth while-in rerms of accurecy
lost for economy gained-to shift from measuring several first order
to fewer higher order factors; (/) to provide an alternative basis for the
rotation and identification of higher order factors; and (e) ro provide
an dternative basis for interprering higher order factors.

The last two uses-(d) and (e) above-require us to fish in rather deep
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theoretical waters. Several writers have wanted to use the C-\t/ or

S-L matrices to provide a new basis for rotating higher order factors

by rotating thernfor simple structure directly on the uariables. The logic

oi thir r..*r 6o1ry. If fie factors infuence directly only the next lower

srratum of 6ctori, then they should be explicitly rotated to simple

strucfitre on that stratum, art assumption trnderlying formula xt/i. But

does rhis not also i*ply, as uuny psychologists seem to hav:-t".idy

assumed, that wher the corresponding loadings on variables are

examined these will also show a simple sttnrcflre pattern? In other

words, is simple structure on Vg,, automatically a simple stnrcnre on

vvpp-s?'ift 
"i 

t"k. a specific level, that of the second order factor projections

on the variableJ. By virtue of the simple structure in the first order

Vpr,and in the second order Vypz,will there be simple stnrcture in the

r.food order? Apply-r"g fie Cattell-tWhite formula we have:

)nrii 
't*!i: ''{o*';Y&o*';'

Ie or averag e, lprhofthe variables in a row of Vpland a column of

Vtrrtre zero,1h. &ror.s of getting lptholthe row-column products

to k zero is less than uniry. The fraction of single products which are

zero is greater than p,
I

*P,
-zp-l'(*hercp < r).

Bur in the matrix multiplication we take & products tt a time and the

chance of one of these containing nothing but zeros is fx smaller.

Except for some quite special and fortunate relation betweel the Po{-
tive and negativ. vrlueJ in the row and column , e zero will appear in

Vprronly *h.o erery product of a & row bl-t fr column happens.to be

,'iiio.Inpractice th; [yperplane entries will not be exdct zeros, but if
we ser the same standardLf hyperplane width hVnl,Vypzand Vprr
this will not affect the issue. To dlmonstrate this concretely we have

taken in Fig. g e, hypothetical example, in which Oo Per- cent of the

variabl.r 
"ri 

in the hyp.rplane of the primaries, Vpnand 50 Per cent

in the hyperplane of the secondaries, Vyprr.

As thi-theoretical introduction would suggest, the outcome on the

Vprr proves to be much poorer than th9 hyp.rplang oo th-. primaries

dd Gon&ries. There iJ a progressively poorer hyperplane on the

initial uariables as we move to higher order factors. It might be that a

peculiar properry of real data is that simple stnrcture on the primary

i"a s.ood"ry is also ma:rimally simple on V1prr. To test this we
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have taken a well-known 44 variables example (N: 3oo) consisring
of ++ items from the Sixteen Personaliry Factor Questionnaire used in
a number of cross{ultural researches (Cattell, Pichot and Rerrnesle) to
check the cross-cultural constency of factor structure on the eleven

factors represented. The original primaries stand op well and have been

factored to six second orders (already well known from other factor-

Ftc. 9

Calculations of higher ordu loodiry on uariables by Cattell-White formula,
showing ,frttt on simple structure

Vfu, t,7

' IPtt
Second

ordu factorsFirst oriler factors

Variables T, 2' 3' 4' T,, 2" tr

x vr*
Second

oriler factors

o

o

l6

2'

3'

X

I

2

3

T,

o

o

44

5

6

7

8

9

IO

Good (so per

cent)

Hyp.qplane

count

25

-25

6o

-6o

36

Good (6o per cent)

Hlryerplane count

Poor (l S pet

cent)

Hyperphne

cotrnt

o o o J

o 5 o o

o _J 6 o

5 6 o

-5 6 o o

6 o J o

-6 o _J o

o o 6 -6

o o o 5

o o o 6

5 o

o o

6 -5

o 6

3o

o

-30

o

o

-25

25

-66

3o

36
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vto,

Frc. 9 (continueQ

x vtu, vtor,

I tr T,,,

t"I

2 2"

I

2

33

4

5

6

7

8

4

5

6

7

9

IO

9

IO z6

Sdll poorer

(25 per cent)

Hyp.qplane

count

irgr of the r6P.F.). These represent Anxiery, E:rvia-Invia (Extraversion-

lntroversion) and two other fictors we need not discuss here. The

loadings of these four on the items have been calcrrlated by the

Cattell-'White formula and some have been set out in Fig. ro. From

the full table we find that 6o out of 176 loadings stand in the f 'ro
hyperplane, a value of l+ per cent compared with 59 per cent in the

same hyperplane width in the 4S4loadings of the primary 6ctors

(Cattell, Pichot and Rennes'n). The result again suggests that no simple

structure exists on Vyprr comParable to that on, V1r.
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Poor (l s prr cent)

Hyperplane count

o 3o

o o

36 -30

25 o

-25 o

6o -25

25-60

l6 -66

o 3o

o 36

8S

7I

2l

oo

o9

2t

-21

33

-33

-t6
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ftc. ro
Loaillngs (Cytell-White formuh) of $ P.F. items directly on second order

Jmoo of Anxiety, fuui*Inuia, ek. (Daafion Japinae sample)

,4ilcciety fuuia Path. IJnknown

Fl F2 Fs F{
r Would you rather (if salary, presrrge,

etc., were equal) do the work of (a) e

Ph)tslcitt, or (r) . salesman for some

invention? 30 41 43 _ 
Sz

(An A Fqctor variable: loading .8r.)

z h yoru hedth trnpreficable, forcing
you &equendy to alter your plans? - zg og - rg - rr

(A C Factor variable: loadi'g .6o.)

3 Are you considered a lively, enthusiastic

(poh"ps too lively and enthusiasric)

person?

(An F Faaor variable: loading .64.)

a Would you like the kind ofjob that
offers 4o1g", travel and variety (in
spirc of other drawbacks)?

(An F Factor variable: loading .3r.)

J Do you Iike generally (a) to assume that
you can meet difficulties as th.y arise,

(E) or to plan a piece ofwork ro meer
all fiIfictrlties?

(A G Factor variable: loading .3r.)

6 Do you find it difrcuk to address or
recite to a lrg. group?

(An H Factor variable: loadi"g ,Tr.)

I Areyou inclined to worry without any
rei$on for doing so?

(An O Factor variable: loadirg .69.)

8 Do youhaveperiods offeeling grouchy
when youjust don't want to see any-
one? (r) ,.ry rarely, (D) qoirc ofren.

(An O Factor variable: loadirg .2G.)

9 Do you &equendy get in e state of
tension and turmoil when thinlcing
of the &y" happenings?

(A Q+ Factor variable: loading .3o)

ro Do you tend to ger angry wirh people
rather e.rrly?

(A Q+ Factor variable: loading .r3.)

r5 52 OO -ro

3r 23 -oZ -r8

o5 rT o6 16

-+6 60 22 ro

40 ro -r3 -o7

07 43 3222

r8

35

-o4 33 -r2

S.P.-fl

o5 -2O Or
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The second order anxiery 6ctor loads the items from the primaries

C(-), H(-), O and Q+just as one would expect from the loadings of
the latter on the second order. f{owever, the loadings are lower than

on the 6rst orders and the hyp.qplane of zero loadings one would

expoct on the extmversion contributors A and F fails to appear. The

e:nria (extraversion) frctor dso loads the items of its prirnaries, 21, F

and .E[-in this case as well as they load their primaries-but the hyper-

plane is again poorer then with primaries though still surprisirgly

good. The conclusion would seem to be that one might hope to infer

the nattre of second order 6ctors from their projections directly on

variables, but not with such accuracy as from the structure on primaries.

lihere are three alternative resolutions to socond order stnrcture and

position-resolutions that various prychologists have entertained at

different times by examining:

r. Simple structure of true second orders on the primaries;

2. Simple structure of true second orders on the variables;

3. Simple srucnre of pseudo-second orders on the primaries.

The second alternative is not necessarily the same as finding that degree

ofsimple structtre on the variables that corresponds to true simple sfiuc-

ture oi th. primaries. [t is possible that a beiter simple structure cotild

be fotmd direaly on nariables.'W'e have rotated both examples to maxi-

mum simple structrue, by the oblirulx prograuune, with results shown

in Fig. rr. The structure (Row 4), due lrtg.ly to the unusually Poor
(lO p.r cent) count for secondaries on primaries in the second

example, is a shade better (*oo of 46per cent versus 43 per ccnt) than

that fixed by the simple structure on the primaries.

However, by the Bargmann test,s neither the 45 per cent nor the

47 P$ cert is significant.

The third alternagiye-lssslution into pseudo-second orders-

requires some description. In work published during the 4o's and So's,

"nI 
even the 6o's, the practice has been to take out only as manyhctors

at th.e first order as one guessed there were 6ctors at the second. It is
then asserted that these, roated in the greatly reduced space, have, for

all pracdcal puposes, the same meaning as second order factors. To

take only those whic,h have been used as a basis for more extensive

theories, there are Eysenck's dysthymia and extraversion,st Peterson's

general ego-super-ego-vsFdelinquency dimensionso and Becker's

attempt to treat the 16 P.F. as a fotrr factor scale.z Related, but not

identild, are Spearman's general ability at a first order level, and, in

'2J8
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personaliry, the studies by Norman8a and Tupesao which take out only
five or six fictors Gtill naming them as primaries, howeve4 where,

from similar ratings, Burf and the present writer have preferred to take

out e dozen or more.

These theoretical assertiors, specially those of Becker and Eysenck,

are the more misleading because there is, in 6ct, a general resemblance

benveen the second order pattern and the fust and second primaries

when rotated in inedequate space. The overlap of thes e space-deformed

6ctors with the ffue second orders is due to the hct that both explain

the variance h, se/, three or four 6ctors, where perhaps ffieen may be

necessary.

Even so, when closely examined (Fig. n), the imiation, in
loading pattern, of the true second orders by these pseudo-second

orders is poor. This is because in one case the missing variance is a series

of centroid factors, each a mixture of eve{rthing, while in the other it
is the specific 6ctor variance of the primaries, i.e. that part of the

primaries which does not come into the second order courmon space.

The hyperplanes to which one is most likely to rotate in the foreshort-

ened, under-extracted space are those of the primary 6ctors, which,
however, are likely to be considerably blurred by being projected on
the reduced space (r* Di4gram II, in Cattelle). The effect would be

that of a primary confotrnded with and infated by * approximate

secondary.

Enough has been said, perhaps, to show that the guesswork involved
in deciding how many second orders exist before one has taken out the

primaries, and the inelegance of seeking a solution in short, deformed

space, combine to make this'pseudo-second order' approach scientific-

ally indefensible. The cost is e wrong concept of the factors and e,

structure which, being composed as it were of rubble rather than fitted
stone, is incapable of carrying us higher toward any dependable super-

structurc, e.g. of third order 6ctors. [t also prevents precise separation

of such concepts as anxiety, introversion and neuroticism. Moreover,

the hyperplanes are noticeably poorer than for the true primaries or
the secondaries. This, and the illegitimate manner of reaching such

resolutions, should sufrce to warn 6ctorists to avoid such mongrel
concepts which are neither one thing nor the other.

We therefore tenatively conclude that: r. The simple structure

true second order factors on primaries is a little poorer than that of
primaries upon variables; z. the projection of the second orders, from
their simple structrue position fotrnd on primaries to their loadings on

z6o
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variables, gives a distinctly poorer simple structure than either of the

regular projections on an immediately adjacent stratum; 3. e better

simple structure of secondaries on variables can be found, but it is sdll

not good and the position is a poor approximation to the best second

order rotation on primaries; 4. pseudo-second order factors have

hyperplanes directly on variables about as good as those of true second

orders. But the hyperplane cotrnt is poorer than for primaries on

variables or second orders on primaries. They are neither good

primaries nor good secondaries.

SUMIVIARY

r . Simple sructrre andconfictor princrples offer the most meaningfrl

resolution of correlations, if 6ctors are regarded as infuences.

z. Many models arepossible, both for (a) patterns of factor loadings

on variables, and (&) loadings of higher order on lower order factors.

The general reticular model, a network with trnrestricted directions

of infuence, is the most generally acceptable solution to accommodate

most scientific possibilities. The popular monarchic hierarchy is

often a const ntly recurrin g xtefact arising from the statistical limits

of any single factor analysis.

3. As there is so fu no way of inferring the complex causal con-

nections in the reticule direcdy from factor analytic evidence alone,

discussion has been restricted to the simpler one-way stratopler model.

4. The notion of strata belongs to a model, and that of orders to an

operation. To find strata most efficiently, operations should begin with

variables sampled evenly from a sphere of equal densiuy. A succession

of higher order 6ctor analyses properly coordinarcd, suffices, however,

to locate strata. Factors initidly containing representatives from different

levels become sorted out, and a 6ctor lying 'between two strata' c:ln

be recognized as such.

j. Formulee canbe developed to expres the variance shared between

two facmn of different 'order' (i..., not immediately contiguous in

the reticule or strata model) and this can be viewed as the contribution

of one m the variance of the other. The path coefficientis available for
general reticrrlar calculations when relations become known, and the

Schmid-Leiman andCattell-White formulae handle the problem inthe

one-way hierardrical or strata models. These latter are particularly

concerned with f*di"g the loaditgr of higher order factors directly

on the variables. Assuming the one-way stratoplex model, formulae

are developed here for the complete relations among (a) the correla-

frz



tions betrnreen variables, (&) the scores on the variables, k) the load-
itgt of variables, in terms of various higher order 6ctors, (d) the

loadings of higher on lower order 6ctors, (r)6ctor scores, and (/) the

intercorrelations among factors.

6. The Cattell-'White formula expresses loadings ofhigher order fac-
tors on variables in the general setting described, whereas the Schmid-

Leiman expresses loadings for factors first set as orthogonal in a hier-
archy. The two formulae have dlfferent statistical properties and are

useful for different purposes.

Z. Attention is called to misleading inferences and constructions in
personaliry theory based on what have been cdled pseudo-second order

factors. 
'When only as many first order 6ctors are extracted as one be-

lieves second order factors to exist, the resoltirg rotation commonly
produces imitations of second order factors, infated by overlap with
primaries. These can be shown theoretically to be inadequate and

unstable, and in practice fall short of the hyperplane count of true
primaries. They are unresolved, space-distorted representations of
6ctors.

8. The main purpose of this paper has bee" (i) to survey theoretical

models and to present the advantages and the practical solutions for
the stratoplex model, md (ii) to demonstrate that, et the practical

level, the Caftell-'White formula enables one to evaluate the percentage

loss of criterion prediction through resorting to the economy of a

battery measuring a few second order 6ctors, instead of more first
order facrcrs. This loss can be appreciable and suggests that keeping

to the first order battery is generally to be preferred.
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ADDENDUM

Notes to Fig. 8 ft). z1r)

Note r: The example used here is the same as in Fig. 9, where the

single steps of obtairirg higher order loadings by the Cattell-White

formula are shown in detail.

Note z: It will be seen that squaring the row values gives the hz (com-

munality) directly in the Schmid-Leiman case but only after further

calculation in the Cattell-V7hite case.

Note 3 : Stricdy the Cattell-White resolution should offer no values for

the third order 6ctor because it cannot be rotated to simple stnrcture,

in the absence of enough hyperplane stuff To show a complete series

comparison, however, the third order factor is accepted as it comes

from the centroid, unrotated, and with an arbitrary choice of correla-

tions to give a single 6ctor.
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